PRESS RELEASE

What’s on the agenda? Apply to our InvestHorizon
Accelerator - Additional cut off on 20 May 2020
InvestHorizon is an accelerator programme designed to facilitate the access to Series A funding for
selected deep tech companies and help them boost their investment readiness and investor relations.
More than 100 SMEs has been already accelerated. Join us now by applying to our new call for
applications!

1- Additional cut off – 20 May 2020
We aim to support founders, CEOs and staff of selected SMEs to access finance and scale-up their
companies. SMEs must apply and after an assessment will have access to services according to their
shortcomings which match their specific needs. These will include thematic boot camps, workshops
and pitching events.
You can apply here.
Trust groups
A carefully selected group of company 4-7 CEOs, their investors and distinguished coaches.
Bootcamps
Help SMEs to develop and refine the specific skills they are lacking in the form of bootcamps.
Coaching academies
The Coaching Academy aims to help presenting start-ups to fine-tune their pitches.
Pitching & E-pitches
The Pitching Forum aims to gather SMEs and investors together.

All selected participants will have full access to:
•
•
•

Contact exchanges and peer support by fellow CEOs, investors and coaches as part of Online
Trust Groups
Industry experts that will help to dry-run their pitches and polishing of presentations at
Bootcamps & Pitching Academies
Investors at Pitching Forums & E-Pitches

Join now the InvestHorizon community on EuroQuity to stay you informed!
What to expect from InvestHorizon?
InvestHorizon champions 500 selected high-tech entrepreneurs to do much better and to raise an
ambitious Series A investment round together with their supporting investors through individual
programme customised to the investment-readiness needs and challenges of each company. The

companies are selected through repeating calls for application from SMEs every 6 month till the
middle of 2021.
About InvestHorizon
InvestHorizon is a programme financed by the European Commission, in association with Eureka, to
facilitate Series A funding for selected deep tech companies boosting their investment readiness and
investor relations. The programme is run by a consortium coordinated by Tech Tour with 6 other
partners: BPI France, Meta Group, EurA, BWCON, EBN, and IESE Business School.
More information on upcoming activities and how to apply for the next call can be found here:
http://www.investhorizon.eu

Contact: Denitsa Deneva | Senior Project
denitsa@techtour.com | www.investhorizon.eu
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Connect with us
For more information on our upcoming events please visit: www.investhorizon.eu/events
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